Enter and Exit the New Negro
Above: Cover of Harmon Foundation Exhibition Catalogue (with Self-Portrait by William H. Johnson, 1929. Oil on canvas); Right: Laura Wheeler Waring, Anna Washington Derry, circa 1927. Oil on canvas.
“We younger Negro artists who create now intend to express our individual dark-skinned selves without fear or shame. If white people are pleased we are glad. If they are not, it does not matter. We know we are beautiful. And ugly too. The tom-tom cries and the tom-tom-tom laughs. If colored people are pleased we are glad. If they are not, their displeasure does not matter either. We build our temples for tomorrow, strong as we know how, and we stand on top of the mountains, free within ourselves.”

Langston Hughes, “The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain” (1926)
Archibald J. Motley, Jr., *Jockey Club*, 1929. Oil on canvas.
Film still from Jean Renoir, *Sur un Air de Charleston*, 1926.
NATURE'S ONLY RIVAL

Straightens stubborn or harsh hair in 15 minutes. Makes the hair straight, soft and pliable. Does not make the hair “Red.” Will last from 4 to 7 weeks. It is a straightener, shampoo and dandruff remover. Wash the hair at any time without fear of it turning back to former state. Looks better after each washing, is simply “different from the rest.” By applying Noir-Ol you can get that native black Madagaso effect.

PRICES BY MAIL

MADAGASCO (large jar) ...................... $1.10
NOIR-OL ...................................... 35c

The Two Sent Anywhere, Postpaid, $1.45—Send Money With Order. Goods Sent Immediately on Receipt of Order—We Pay the Postage.

O'NEALL CHEMICAL CO.
4558 Champlain Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

DEALERS IN CHICAGO AND ELSEWHERE

O’NEALL CHEMICAL CO. 4558 Champlain Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

Paul Colin, From *Le Tumulte Noir*, circa 1927.